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International contest of vegetarian and vegan cuisine 
Rules 

 
Who can participate 
 
❯ The contest is open to European restaurants that can send the chef owner, the main chef or one of 
their cooks on their choice . 
❯ The contestant must be a professional chef with over 25 years of age and at least five years of 
experience. 
 
In what ways 
 
Each cook must submit two original vegan recipes: an appetizer and a main dish. 
 
Distinctive elements (mandatory features) of the recipes 
 
❯ They must not contain meat, fish, eggs, dairy products and their derivatives (isinglass, animal 
rennet, meat broth, etc. ), garlic and onion. 
❯ The main products used must come from the region of origin of the restaurant. Are excluded form 
this rule: spices, cocoa, toppings such as olive oil, salt, ginger. In addition: all the ingredients that 
have become part of the gastronomic culture of the place. 
❯ The products must be of organic and biodynamic origin. 
❯ In order to produce the dishes should not be used additives such as colorants, glutamates, 
alginates synthesized, artificial flavors. Can be used as a replacement: natural products such as 
starch, agar agar, spices mix, pesti, jams, flavored salts, special oils, cream of almonds or other 
nuts, etc. When in doubt, contestants can ask the organizers if a particular ingredient is allowed or 
not. 
 
The recipes need to be accompanied by: 
 
❯ Name of the dish 
❯ Generalities of the contestant (name, surname, date and place of birth, a brief curriculum vitae ) 
❯ Restaurant name 
❯ The list of ingredients and the tools used 
❯ A calculation of the nutritional contents of the dishes 
❯ A picture taken with a tablet or alternatively a didactic drawing. 
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The whole documentation should be submitted not later than 15/05/2014 by electronic or 
ordinary mail to the following address : 
Association "The vegetarian chance" Pietro Leemann  
Paese 6678 Giumaglio (Ticino, Switzerland) 
thevegetarianchance@gmail.com 
 
Who judges and by what criteria 
 
The evaluation will be made by: 
Pietro Leemann, chef and nutritionist , 
Marco Bianchi, science writer from Veronesi Foundation 
Lorenzo Sonognini, environmental expert  
 
Preliminary selection 
 
At this stage the evaluation will take into account the ideas and their meaning, the food balance, the 
ethical aspect, the environmental sustainability, the aesthetics of the dish, the respect for 
seasonality. 
 
Final 
 
The selected finalists will be ten 
 
The jury will be composed of : 
Pietro Leemann, chef and nutritionist 
A multi-starred restaurateur non-vegetarian 
Marco Bianchi, science writer of the Veronesi Foundation , 
Lorenzo Sonognini, environmental expert , 
Davide Paolini , opinion leaders in the catering industry 
Luca Sacchi, gastronome and researcher 
 
 
The parameters of the jury 
 
Idea of the dish 10 % 
Aesthetics and combination of colors 20% 
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Taste 30 % 
Food and nutritional value 20% 
Environmental Sustainability 20% 
 
How will be the competition 
 
❯ The participants will have to present both dishes prepared in seven servings: six for the judges 
and one for photos. 
❯ The raw materials will be brought by the finalists, who will have the opportunity to use also semi-
finished products. On the spot they will be able to perform the final cooking of the dishes and their 
assembly. 
❯ The finalists can be accompanied by a helper. For both the hospitality will be provided in the 
structure. The trip will be on their own expenses. 
❯ Each finalist will have available: a work table, a space in the refrigerator, cutting boards, 
containers of various sizes and white plates. Specific equipment like knives or dishes may be 
brought by the finalists. Stoves and ovens should instead be shared with the other participants. An 
external chef will organize and manage the work flow. Equipment, such as Paco Jet or Roner, will 
not be available and, if necessary, will be brought by the participants. 
❯ The two dishes of each competitor will come out from the kitchen at the same time. Between a 
participant and the other will be a break of fifteen minutes. The finalist chef will come out with his 
dishes and will illustrate preparations and motivations. Due to the limited time available the service 
temperature of the dishes will not be judged. 
 
Awards 
First prize: 4000 CHF and an art work dedicated by a well-known artist 
Second prize : 2000 CHF 
Special awards  
Creativity Award 
Health Award 
Environmental Protection Award 
Each participant will receive photos of the dishes and the event 
in digital form. 
Each finalist will be interviewed by the media partners. 
The winner will enjoy a visibility at international level. 
 

 
 


